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Chapter 1 Suggested Items 

 

 

Adjusted Chikara Refiner, Adjusted Restoration Chip, Azuro (L) [Pull Gun], EWE 
EP-2 (L) [Finisher Gun], Sollomate Opalo SGA Edition [Main Rifle], 2X Lucky 
Laser Sight MK 1, Headshot 1, Omegaton A101, Accuracy Enhancers, Daily 
Token Rifle [With SIB on it], Quadwing Interceptor (L), & Space Thruster (L) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Chapter 2 Deeds 

 
 
One of the easiest ways to earn in game credit weekly is by buying and holding a 
Calypso Land Deed which can usually be found on auction under Estates 
section. 

There are also other land deeds available in Entropia Universe that are called 
Arkadia Underground Deeds or AUDs. These deeds usually payout a pec per 
deed every other day or daily sometimes more and the original price was 50 ped 
a piece. 

Another type of deed found in game on global auction is called a Compet Deed. 
These are listed on Global Auction at the original price of 100 ped a piece. 
Payments on this type of deed are not scheduled to payout until Q1 2015. These 
deeds are similar to shares for Mindark's new game kept totally separate from 
Entropia Universe called Compet which is web based and entails pets that fight 
each other. My personal opinion about this type of deed is to wait to invest until 
November or December 2014 and for the investor to buy the deed or deeds 
directly from Global Auction not Planetary auction so as to not pay more than the 
original price they are already listed at.  

Estate Deeds can include Land Area, Booth, Shop, Apartment, House, Bank, 
Hangar,  & Mothership. These are considered very high investment deeds by 
myelf atleast the majority of the ones I just mentioned. Apartment Deeds Price 
depends on  location, size, market value, & etc. Unless you're playing with a very 
large amount of ped on your ped card I wouldn't suggest these type of deeds as 
a in game revenue source. I myself do own a booth deed which cost me about 
3500 ped from auction. If you're interested in investing in one of these types of 
deeds I would suggest you go check out the location first before buying or 
bidding. Mostly these types of deeds can be found on Auction under estates, In 
shops, Booths, or in private trades with another avatar. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Chapter 3 Trading 

 
I have found two main forms of income in game auction trading and return of 
investment from deeds. Arkadia Underground deeds or auds, calypso land deeds 
or clds, compet deeds. compet deeds aren't yet paying out. auds pay every day 
at midnight in game time. clds pay once a week on sun I believe. Compet deeds 
will pay once a week on sun I believe once compet app gets out of beta stage. 
These are passive income for when you aren't active playing game. I resell items 
on auction and such I resell explosive projectiles, welding wire, animal muscle oil, 
animal eye oil, generic leather, nutria bar, vibrant sweat crates, pile of opals, pile 
of garnets, tier I component, distilled sweat crystals (see entropedia.info for 
recipe), oil, lysterium ingot, blausariam ingot, belkar ingot, megan ingot, 
gazzurdite ingot, caldorite ingot, narcansium ingot, mind essence, light mind 
essence do 1 ped stacks of these or as close to that as you can get for 2 ped 
open and buyout price. always make sure your open and buyout price are above 
market value on the item being put up. Post one offer of each item at a time for 
max 7 days. You can only post 30 offers max or 2 pages. Don't post offers 
between 3am-6am central standard time this is a time where ma does maintence 
& version updates. post after 6am and before 3 am otherwise. Always make sure 
you buy the said items in bulk for the lowest mu possible keep all these items in 
stock in storage. Split your stacks I suggest keeping atleast 5 stacks of each item 
on tap to repost when one sells. Use the Virtual tycoon app to post offers faster 
while mobile. Go to settings in virtual tycoon and have it push notifications to your 
cellphone when something sells or doesn't sell. give it time you will get sales. 
Stay patient with the process. Also entropiapartners.com running radio is a good 
stream of peds also you can do tasks on there in down time to earn more. click 
on link banner on our site to have me as your reference. usu.comptime.org 
Watch Entropia Tips Video one of the last uploads on my youtube channel for up 
to date tips. Sweat Gather in your downtime while you’re waiting for offers on 
auction to sell. Don't settle with one style of doing things once you establish that 
your system works keep advancing in your knowledge don't stagnate. 
Experiment yourself don't be a follower be a student. You might be able to find 
things that work that I might not have found yet. You will probably gain the most 
from trading though than from deeds. Get virtual tycoon app on your smart phone 
it will help to post offers faster when mobile. You could also get bluestacks for 
windows on your pc and install virtual tycoon on it if you don't have a smart 
phone I find it faster to do all of it from my pc. Look for other items to trade on 
auction besides the ones I suggested look for high sales rate for the day and a 
good amount ped wise sold. I mostly try to stick with stackables because they 
can be used up and that ensures constant buying. Buy your stock in bulk on 
auction or you can try to order things on auction in bulk only place orders for 1 
day at a time. "Professionals Create Amateurs Compete" You will entirely 
understand supply & demand when you have mastered trading your goods. Build 
trading sub-networks of traders and resellers that are usually active and online to 



help get rid of stuff you would normally tt. Even 1 pec mu is better than tting 
something. Once you have mastered and identified at least 2-3 profitable 
processes in game you should no longer have to deposit in order to play unless 
you want to. With this information I've already provided you with at least 2. If 
you're not able to find someone willing to buy what you're about to tt try checking 
auction to see if someone is ordering said item and if so fill that order. The best 
equipment to purchase in game is what you're going to be using most and that is 
consider eco. Make up your mind to do whatever you do in game while waiting 
for trades to sell in the mean time for active ventures such as swunting, 
searching for fruit, stones, dung, mining, crafting, fixing vehicles, taxing, healing, 
advertising, etc. Keep excellent records/notes in game and out of game in excel 
and such. The majority of the PED you earn in game will be from user value of in 
game items (markup) or payment for services rendered not from gambling no  
matter how high your skills are. Understand the balance of your investments 
passive/active/gambling (Hunting, Mining, & Crafting) and adjust as necessary. 
Do good research. With this information you will be leagues ahead of other new 
players. I'm not the only source of information on this game. There are others 
with much more experience than me. Perhaps use google search, Entropia 
Universe facebook group, Entropia forums, or youtube to find more information 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Chapter 4 Sweating/Swunting 
 

Sweating is the activity of obtaining Vibrant Sweat from live animals. It is one of 
the few activities that can be done in Entropia Universe  without spending any 
money. Thus, a lot of newbies resort to the tedious and boring profession of 
sweating and can been seen around Port Atlantis, Half Moon Cove,  and Camp 
Icarus. 

There used to be a skill cap at a level of around two hundred in Sweating skills, 
but it is not limited any more. 

Robots, and mutants do not give sweat and the sweating process can fail several 
times without the sweater being to obtain any sweat from the mob. Upon a 
successful sweating attempt, a loot window will appear displaying the amount of 
sweat bottles acquired. This amount will be 1-4. There's no way to increase this 
amount it's the default. 

To be able to sweat an animal you must be close to the mob. Select a target to 
sweat. Make sure you have your VSE MK1 equipped from your inventory (Green 
handheld tool, under Tools Category in Inventory.) Now left click. To enable auto 
use tool see the video below. Also make sure to hotkey your VSE and Auto-Use 
Tool keys which will help streamline the process instead of just manually clicking. 
Once you see "You may not aquire any more sweat from this creature" that 
means the animal is dry. You can now run to a turret or drown the animal in 
water. 

Also if a creature attacks you while you are acquiring sweat from it, then don’t 
move. Face the creature this will also give you other skills well not related to 
sweating but will help your character in hunting etc. These skills can be Evade, 
Combat Reflexes, Alertness, Courage, Agility, Athletics etc. Make sure to try to 
sweat on flat ground so that you can use the full range of your VSE when the 
mob starts coming towards you to attack back up to extend sweating with 
minimum contact as possible. Once the animal comes within range to attack you 
just stand still. Switching camera views can be helpful also like going into 1st 
person mode to make sure crosshair is on the animal and back to 3rd person to 
make sure no animals are attacking you simultaneously. 

 
 
 



 
 

Chapter 5 Service Ideas 
 

There are all kinds of ideas I've seen in service ideas in this game. I 
will just name a few I offer myself to give some ideas. Maybe you 
will offer or think of one I missed. 
 
Healing: Some avatars use a FAP or first aid pack to heal hunters 
for decay or tips or a share of the loot %. 
 
Coloring: Certain items can be colored if an avatar has the skills 
and the tools to do so. Usually the customer supplies the paint and 
item to be colored. 
 
Vehicle Repair: Most of the time this is done for free in game 
because it gives skill which is considered by most as payment. 
 
Professional Networker: Some avatars have huge friend lists of 
resellers & traders and such and will help connect you to the right 
person. 
 
Refining Services: If you own the most eco refiner in game you 
can charge per use and still save the customers peds on decay. 
 
Search & Rescue: There are literally entire societies devoted to this 
service. If you were to get stuck somewhere in game. 
 
Assignment Selling: Some shop & booth owners allow slots to be 
sold in for a fee. 
 
Taxi: There are planet side tp runs that avatars taxi other people to 
or space travel to different planets. 
 
 


